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Abst rac t - -  Let S be a finite subset of R m having n elements. A real valued function k on S 
is said to be quasiconvex if there exists a quasi-convex function k I defined on the convex hull co(S) 
of S such that k = k I on S. Given a real function f on S, the problem is to find a best quasi-convex 
approximation g to f in the uniform norm. In this article, the greatest quasi-convex minorant of f 
is characterized, and the maximal best approximation to f is identified as a shift of the minorant. 
An algorithm for computing this best approximation is developed and its complexity is analyzed as 
a function of n when rn = 2. The algorithm involves computation of on-line or semidynamic convex 
hulls. The problem has applications in curve fitting and graphics.@ 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights 
reserved. 
Keywords - -D isc re te  approximation, Uniform norm, Quasi-convex functions~ Best approximation, 
Algorithm, Convex hulls, Computational complexity. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Given a funct ion f defined on a finite subset S of R m having n elements,  the problem is to find 
a best quasi-convex approx imat ion to f in the uni form norm. In this article, the max imal  best 
quasi-convex approx imat ion is identified, an a lgor i thm for its computat ion  is developed and its 
worst case complexi ty  is obta ined in terms of n when rn = 2. 
We consider real functions f on S with uniform norm IlfH --- max{If(s)l : s ~ S}. For any 
A c R "~, let co(A),  denote the convex hull of A, i.e., the smallest convex set containing A. To 
define a quasi-convex funct ion on S, we first define such a funct ion on a convex set T C R m. A 
funct ion k' on T is said to be quasi-convex if
k'(As + (1 - A)t) < max {k'(s),  k ' ( t )} ,  (1.1) 
for all s, t in T and all 0 < A < 1 [1]. It  can be shown that  k I is quasi -convex on T if and only if 
any one of the following equivalent condit ions holds. 
(i) For all real (~, {s E T :  k'(s) <_ c~} is convex. 
(ii) For all real c~, {s e T :  k'(s) < c~} is convex. 
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A function k on S is said to be quasi-convex if there exists a quasi-convex function M on T = co(S) 
such that k(s) = k'(s), for all s in S. It is shown in Section 2 that k on S is quasi-convex if and 
only if any one of the following two equivalent conditions holds. 
{~ • s : k(s) > a} N co{~ ~ s : k(s) _< ~} = 0, 
{~ • s :  k(s) > ~) n co{s e s :  k(~) < ~} = ¢, 
for all real a, (1.2) 
for all real a. (1.3) 
Given a function f on S, let A = inf{[]f - k[[ : all quasi-convex k}. The problem is to find a 
quasi-convex g so that I l f  - g[I = A. Such a g is called a best quasi-convex approximation to f. 
Note that the set of all quasi-convex functions on S is a noneonvex cone. 
In Section 3, we show that A = [If  - ]11/2 and g = f+ A is the maximal best quasi-convex 
approximation to f,  where f is the greatest quasi-convex minorant of f ,  i.e., the greatest quasi- 
convex function which does not exceed f at any point in S. In Section 4, we characterize f.  
In Section 5, using these results we develop an algorithm for computing f and then A and g. 
The algorithm involves computation of convex hulls of certain subsets of S and, when S C R ~, 
it has the worst case complexity of O(n( logn logr  + r)), where r < n is the cardinality of the 
set {f(s) : s E S}, the range of f .  When S C R, algorithms of complexity O(n) for computing 
best approximations have been developed [2]. Problems of approximation by quasi-convex and 
convex functions in a more general setting are analyzed in [3] and other references given there. 
Such problems arise in curve fitting, estimation and graphics [2-4]. 
2. QUASI -CONVEX FUNCTIONS ON S 
In this section, we establish the validity of the equivalent definitions of quasi-convex functions 
on S. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. A function k is quasi-convex on S if  and only if  any one of the two equivalent 
conditions (1.2) end (1.3) holds. 
PROOF. Throughout he proof, assume that, zl < z2 < --- zr is the ordered sequence of distinct 
numbers in the set {k(s) : s • S}, the range of k. Clearly, r < n. It suffices to consider the two 
conditions with a = zi, for all i. Since (1.2) with a = zi is identical to (1.3) with a = zi+l, the 
two conditions are equivalent. 
Now, let k on S be quasi-convex. We show that (1.2) holds with a = zi. There exists k' on 
T = co(S) such that k --= M on S. Hence, 
(s e s :  k(s) < zd c (~ • T: k'(~) < zd .  
By the quasiconvexity of k t, the latter set is convex, and hence, 
co(s e s :  k(s) < zd c (~ e T:  k'(~) < zd .  
Again, 
{s ~ S :  k(s) > z d C {s ~ T :  k'(s) > zd"  
Since the two sets on the right side of the above two inclusions are disjoint, (1.2) follows. 
To show the converse, assume (1.2) holds for k. Let C~ = co{s E S : k(s) < z~}, 1 < i < r, and 
Cr+l = T. Then C1 = 0, Ci are convex and Ci C Ci+l. Define k'(s) = zi on Ci+l \ Ci, 1 < i < r. 
Then k' is defined on T, has range {z~} and Ci = {s 6 T : k'(s) < zi}. Hence, k' is quasi-convex 
on T. Now, (1.2) shows that k = k' on S. | 
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3. BEST  APPROXIMATIONS 
In this section, we identify the maximal best approximation g to f ,  i.e., g > h holds for all best 
approximations h. For convenience, let K be the set of all quasi-convex functions on S. Define 
K /= {k • K : k < f} and 
f(s) = sup{k(s) : k • Kf}, s • S. 
Clearly, K / i s  not empty because the constant function whose value equals -[[ft[ is in Kf. Thus, 
i F is real valued. The theorem given below shows that / is quasi-convex on S. Hence, / is called 
the greatest quasi-convex minorant of f .  The theorem is similar to the more general results cited 
in [3]. Recall from Section 1 that A = inf{[]f - k[[: k • K}. 
THEOREM 3.1. f is quasi-convex, A = (1/2)[[f - ]ll and g =/+ A is the maximal best quasi- 
convex approximation to f. 
PaOOF. We first show that f is in K. For each k in K /  there exists a quasi-convex function k ~ 
on T = co(S) so that k = k' on S. It is easy to verify from (1.1) that the function min{k', l[fl[} 
defined on T is quasi-convex. Again, this function agrees with k on S. Thus, we may, without 
loss of generality, assume that each k' is bounded above on T by ][fl[- Hence, the function 
which equals the pointwise supremum of all such k ~ is real valued and bounded, and by (1.1), 
quasi-convex on T, as may be easily verified. Since this function agrees with f on S, f is in K. 
Let k • K and k0 = k - []f - kl[. Then k0 < f,  and hence, k0 • kf. It follows that k0 < f < f. 
Now, f - f  <_ f -ko  < 21I f -  k[[. We thus have A > [If - f][/2. I fg  = f+ [ [ f - fH/2,  then 
g • K and [If -g l l  < [ I f  - f i l l /2 .  Thus, A = tlf - /H /2  and g =/+ A is a best approximation. 
If h is any best approximation then h - A < f,  and hence, h - A < f <_ f. We then have h <__ g. 
Thus, g is maximal. It 
4. A CHARACTERIZAT ION OF  THE GREATEST 
QUASI -CONVEX MINORANT 
In this section, we establish a characterization f the greatest quasi-convex minorant / of f.  
This characterization is significant in the development of the algorithm in the next section. 
THEOREM 4.1. A quasi-convex function h is the greatest quasi-convex minorant of f on S, i.e., 
h = f if and only if any one of the following two equivalent conditions holds. 
(a) h < f on S and, for all real a, 
{s • S:  h(s) <_ a} C co(s • S:  f(s) < a}. 
(b) For all real a, 
co{s • s :  h(s) < 5} = co(s • S : / ( s )  _< 5}. 
PaOOF. For convenience of notation, we denote the set on the left side of the inclusion in (a) by 
{h _< a}. Similar conventions will be followed for other sets. We first establish the equivalence 
of (a) and (b) for quasi-convex h. If (a) holds then, since h < f we have {h < a} D {f _< a}. 
Hence, co{h __ a} D co{f < or}. The reverse inclusion follows from (a), and (b) holds. Conversely, 
assume that (b) holds. Then, since h is quasi-convex we have by (1.2), 
{h > c~} Nco{h < a} = 0, (4.1) 
for all a. Hence, by (b), {h > a} n co{f < a} is empty. We conclude that {h < a} D {f < a} 
for all a, which shows that h < f. Clearly, (b) implies the inclusion in (a) for all a. Thus, (a) 
holds. 
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We now show that (a) holds if h = ]. We then have h < f .  If the inclusion in (a) does 
not hold for all a, then let/3 be the smallest value of c~ for which it is violated. Such/3 exists 
since it suffices to consider (a) for finite number of values of a in the range of f and h. Then, 
Q = {h </3} \ co{/_</3} is nonempty. We assert hat h(s) =/3, for all s • Q. If not, let t • Q 
with h(t) = ~ </3. Then, t • {h _< ~) but, by the definition of Q, t ~t co{f < 6} c co{f </3}. 
This contradicts the definition of/3, and hence, h(s) =/3 for s • Q. Let 
7 = min{{h(s): s • S \  Q, h(s) >/3} U {f(s) :  s • Q}}. 
Clearly, f (s)  >/3 if s • Q. Hence, 7 >/3. Define g on S by g(s) = 7 if s • Q and g(s) = h(s), 
otherwise. Since 7 >/3 and h(s) =/3 for s in Q, we have h < g < f on S. We show that g is 
quasi-convex by verifying (4.1) for g, for all a. Since g and h differ only on Q, it follows that 
any a with/3 < a < 7 is not in the range of g. Also, if c~ </3 or cz > 7, then {g < a} = {h < a} 
and {g > a} = {h > c~}. Hence, (4.1) holds for g for these values of a, since it holds for h. 
Consequently, it suffices to verify (4.1) for g and a =/3. By construction, we have {g </3} C 
co{f </3}, {g >/3} = {h >/3} U Q, and {g </3} c {h _</3}. Consequently, 
{g >/3} n co(g </3} c {{h >/3} n co{g </3}} u {Q n co{g </3)) 
c {{h >/3} n co{h _</3}} u {Q n co{f _</3}}. 
The first set forming the union on the right side of the above inclusion is empty because h is 
quasi-convex and (4.1) holds, the second is empty by the definition of Q. Thus, (4.1) holds for g 
and/3. Hence, g is quasi-convex. But g > h on Q which contradicts the assumption that h =/ .  
Thus, (a) holds. 
Conversely, suppose that (b) holds for quasi-convex h. Let k be quasi-convex and k ___ f.  Then, 
{k < ~} D {f _< a} and co{k _< a} D co{f < a} = co{h < a}. Thus, co{k _< a} D {h < a}. 
Since (4.1) holds for k, we have {k <_ a} D {h < a} for all a. This implies that k < h. Thus, 
h=/ .  I 
5. ALGORITHM AND COMPLEXITY  
In this section, we state the algorithm and compute its worst case complexity when m -- 2. 
The algorithm computes h = f using Theorem 4.1 and then, A = (1~2)]If - hil , g = h + A as 
verified in Theorem 3.1. If A C R m is finite, we denote by ch(A), the subset of A which is the set 
of extreme points or vertices of the convex hull co(A) [5]. Clearly, co(ch(A)) = co(A). Assume 
S C -R m contains n points. 
A lgor i thm 5.1 
STEP 1. Order the set {f(s) : s E S}, the range of f ,  to obtain zl < z2 < ""  < zr, where 
{zi} denote the distinct numbers in the range and r _< n. Determine Ai = {s • S : f (s)  = zi), 
l < i<r .  
STEP 2. Let B0 = 0, and starting with i = 1, successively compute Bi = ch(AiUBi_l), 1 < i < r. 
(Note that, co(Bi) C co(B~+l) holds for all i and that some B~ may be identical.) 
STEP 3. For each s • S, using the binary search on indexes 1, 2 , . . . ,  r, find the smallest index i 
such that s • co(B/) and then set h(s) = zi. (Thus, h = f is defined on S at this stage. Since 
co(Bi) C co(Bi+l), the binary search can be conveniently applied.) 
STEP 4. Compute A = (1/2) max{f (s) - h(s) : s • S). 
STEP 5. Compute g(s) = h(s) + A, for all s in S. (Then g is the maximal best approximation 
to/.) I 
It is easy to see that, co(B~) = co{s • S : f (s)  < z~} and the conditions of Theorem 4.1 hold 
for h. Thus, h -- f .  We now analyze the worst case computational complexity of the algorithm as 
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a function of n for m = 2. Step 1 is O(nlogn). It may be implemented with a linked list whose 
nodes are (s,f(s)) and ordered with respect o f(s) in O(nlogn) time; pointers may be kept 
to indicate the beginning and end of each B~. All Bi in Step 2 may be computed in O(n log n) 
time using an on-line (also called semidynamic) convex hull algorithm such as the one in [5, 
p. 112, or 6]. In such algorithms, the convex hulls of sets of points are successively computed 
as the points are inserted one by one without any prior information regarding them. The Bi 
so computed are required in Step 3 for binary search. Hence, each B~ and the corresponding 
zi may be preprocessed (e.g., arranged in a suitable data structure as explained below), copied, 
and stored for Step 3 in O(]B~I) time, where IB~[ is the cardinality of B~. Since tB~I _< n, this 
takes a total of O(nr) time for all Bi. In Step 3 at most logr of the sets Bi axe examined by the 
binary seaxch~ and each s in S may be verified to be in co(B~) in O(log IB~I) time by a convex 
inclusion algorithm [5, p. 43]. This algorithm again uses binary search on the elements in B~, 
hence, the data structure referred to above must be suitable for the search. For all points in S 
this step, therefore, takes O(n(lognlogr + r)) time. Steps 4 and 5 are clearly O(n). Thus, the 
overall complexity is O(n(log n log r + r)). 
We now make some observations that will speed up the algorithm in the average case. If 
some Bi are identical, then the Bi with the smallest i and its corresponding z~ in a chain of 
identical Bi may be isolated and reindexed thus yielding distinct Bi for use in Step 3. Also, in 
that step, for some points s in S, their smallest indexes i such that s E co(B~) may be determined 
during the computation of B~ themselves. Step 3 then need be applied only to the remaining 
points in S. Both these procedures can be implemented in O(n) time. The convex hull algorithm 
in Step 2 proceeds from Bi-1 to Bi by successively processing each point s of A~ and the extreme 
points B, say, of the current convex hull (B = B~-I, initially), and obtaining B' = ch(B U {s}). 
If some s in Ai is also in B', then it is easy to see that s is in co(Bi) and i is the smallest such 
index, whether or not s is later deleted in the process, and hence, not in Bi. (Also, then B~-I 
and Bi are distinct.) Letting S = {sl, s2,. . . ,  Sn}, we may use this observation to complete an 
array Dj, 1 < j < n, so that Dj = i if sj is determined to be in co(B~) as above, and, 0, otherwise. 
Initially, D is set to 0. Hence, a scan of D requiring O(n) time gives points s 5 for which Dy = 0, 
and Step 3 is applied to these points. Similarly, we conclude that B~-I = Bi if and only if no 
points are added to intermediate B while proceeding from Bi-1 to Bi. Thus, distinct Bi can be 
determined in O(n) time. 
A dynamic onvex hull algorithm, unlike a semidynamic one, is able to handle both insertion 
and deletion of points as the convex hulls are computed successively. Recent work in [7] shows 
that the planar convex hull updates after an insertion or deletion can be done in O(logn) time. 
For m > 2, we know of no results for semidynamic or dynamic onvex hulls. Hence, for such m, 
the worst case computational complexity of our algorithm is unavailable at this time. However, 
for m > 2, a randomized analysis of certain class of semidynamic and dynamic algorithms for 
convex hulls is presented in [8] and other references given there yielding relevant complexities. 
See, also [9]. Hence, using these results such an analysis of our algorithm may be made when 
m>2.  
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